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Abstract—The semantic web has enabled the creation of a growing number of knowledge bases (KBs), which are designed

independently using different techniques. Integration of KBs has attracted much attention as different KBs usually contain overlapping

and complementary information. Automatic techniques for KB integration have been improved but far from perfect. Therefore, in this

paper, we study the problem of knowledge base semantic integration using crowd intelligence. There are both classes and instances in

a KB, in our work, we propose a novel hybrid framework for KB semantic integration considering the semantic heterogeneity of KB class

structures. We first perform semantic integration of the class structures via crowdsourcing, then apply the blocking-based instance

matching approach according to the integrated class structure. For class structure (taxonomy) semantic integration, the crowd is

leveraged to help identifying the semantic relationships between classes to handle the semantic heterogeneity problem. Under the

conditions of both large scale KBs and limited monetary budget for crowdsourcing, we formalize the class structure (taxonomy)

semantic integration problem as a Local Tree Based Query Selection (LTQS) problem. We show that the LTQS problem is NP-hard and

propose two greedy-based algorithms, i.e., static query selection and adaptive query selection. Furthermore, the KBs are usually of

large scales and have millions of instances, direct pairwise-based instance matching is inefficient. Therefore, we adopt the blocking-

based strategy for instance matching, taking advantage of the class structure (taxonomy) integration result. The experiments on real

large scale KBs verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approaches.

Index Terms—Knowledge base, crowdsourcing, data integration
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1 INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, large scale knowledge bases (KBs) have been
constructed and are becoming more plentiful, such as

YAGO, Probase, Freebase, KnowItALL, DBpedia, NELL
and DeepDive [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Since these knowl-
edge bases are constructed independently from different
sources with different techniques, different KBs usually
contain overlapping and complementary information.
Moreover, as knowledge acquisition is an expensive pro-
cess, reusing existing KBs is strongly desirable to reduce
the cost of data management. Therefore, knowledge base
integration has attracted growing interests.

In the last decade, a wide variety of works have been con-
ducted on ontology integration [8], [9], [10], [11], which is
closely related to the problem of knowledge base integration,
as an ontology can be treated as the conceptual system to
underlie a particular knowledge base [12]. We will use the
term knowledge base (KB) to emphasize that a KB is a physical
artifact: it is a repository of information that can be accessed
and manipulated in some predefined fashion. Moreover, the

emerging KBs are usually of much larger scale compared to
the ontology, the scale is on the order of millions of entities.
Most of the existing works on ontology matching have been
focused on the small ontology datasets. To integrate KBs, both
data and structure information are combined to align classes,
instances and relations/properties. Consider the example
shown in Fig. 1, given two KBs, each KB has classes (node in
circle), instances (node in rectangle) and relations/properties
(edges), the alignment pairs between KBs needs to be found,
each pair has an equivalence or subclass/superclassmeaning.
Two major subtasks in KB integration are class structure inte-
gration and instancematching. The class structure of a KB can
be regarded as a taxonomy, for simplicity, we will use taxon-
omy in the rest of this paper. Note that relations (properties)
between two knowledge bases can bemanually aligned [9], as
the number of relations in KBs is usually small (77 in YAGO
and 1,298 in DBpedia). The first task, taxonomy integration, is
a fundamental task not only in knowledge base integration
but also in many on-line commercial portals which have been
studied in [13], [14]. The other task, instance matching, is
closely related to entity resolution, and is central to both data
integration and data cleaning [9], [15], [16].

In our work, we propose a framework for KB integration
considering the semantic heterogeneity of KB class struc-
tures, i.e., semantic KB integration. In our framework, we
conduct the taxonomy integration first and then align the
instances based on the taxonomy integration result. The
focus of this work is on the first step, i.e., taxonomy integration.
We propose a novel crowd assisted mechanism for integrating tax-
onomies handling the semantic heterogeneity. For the instance
matching, we take the class information as the blocking
factor and apply data blocking techniques [17] based on the
taxonomy integration result .
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For taxonomy integration, in order to handle the taxon-
omy semantic heterogeneity, the semantic relationships
between classes should be considered. In this paper, we cate-
gorize such relationships into four groups—equivalence, gen-
eralization, specification and others (none of the other three
relationships holds). Existing works on ontology integration
usually adopt entity resolution or classification techniques
for taxonomy integration, which cannot be applied to this
scope directly, since the entity resolution deals with the
equivalence relationship and classification techniques focus
on the generalization/specification relationship. Besides, the
machine-based taxonomy integration, either suffers from the
low accuracy, the state-of-the-art techniques can only
achieve the 80 percent accuracy [10], [13], [18], or achieve
higher accuracy but only return the super-classes or sub-clas-
ses instead of the integrated unified structure directly [8]. As
shown in Fig. 2, even if we know that artist is a subclass of
person, we cannot fix the position of artist, unless we know
the relationships between the query node and all the children
nodes of person, i.e., entertainer, musician, painter and scientist.

Therefore, inspired by the emerging concept of crowd-
sourcing for various human intrinsic tasks, such as taxonomy
construction [19], entity resolution [15], language understand-
ing [20], web wrapper generation [21], etc, we resort to the
crowd to facilitate the taxonomy integration. While acknowl-
edging the importance of human involvement in ontology
integration, some works have been conducted to include user
contribution, either experts or crowd workers, into the ontol-
ogy integration process [22], [23]. These works limit user
involvement to validating the candidatemappings, either con-
firm or refute a mapping pair generated by some algorithm,
and do not allow users to identify the semantic relationship
among classes, which is our focus in taxonomy integration.

Challenges. Incorporating the crowd power for taxonomy
integration raises the following challenges:

1. The first challenge to utilize the crowd is to design a
proper worker interface—we need to determine
which type of questions should be posted to the
crowd. For crowdsourced taxonomy integration, a
straightforward idea is to pick one node from taxon-
omy T1 and ask the “is_Descendant” question from the
root of taxonomy T2 in a downward manner until the
node reaches the target position [24]. However, dif-
ferent KBs could have different granularity of class
modeling, as shown in Example 1. Therefore the rela-
tive position should be context dependent, which
means, we should give the crowd more information
w.r.t. the context, instead of two single nodes.

Consequently, how to incorporate the proper contex-
tual information into the interface design of human
intelligence tasks (HITs) should be considered.

2. Furthermore, since each crowdsourced question is
associated with a monetary cost and we are usually
given a limited budget. The second challenge is to
construct the integrated taxonomy with the mini-
mum number of questions. The brute-force approach
of exhaustively posting all the possible questions to
the crowd, will lead toOðNMÞ questions in the worst
case, where N and M is size of two taxonomies for
integration, which is not scalable. In particular, the
brute-force approach neglects the hierarchical struc-
ture of the taxonomy, which may help reducing the
number of questions to be asked.

Example 1. Different KBs may have different class granular-
ity, as shown in Fig. 1. From the classes given in Fig. 1, we
can observe that class “artist” and classes “painter”,
“musician” “entertainer” are at different granularity, e.g.,
“artist” resides in a coarser-grained level w.r.t. “musician”
and “painter”. In this case, only considering the
“equivalence” relationship between classes is not enough,
we must consider all the semantic relationships: equiva-
lence, generalization, specification and others (none of the
above relationships holds). The “artist” class is more gen-
eral w.r.t. the musician class and is more specific w.r.t. per-
son class; two “singer” classes are equivalent; considering
“artist” class with “scientist”, the answer is others since
none of the above three relationships holds between them.

To query the location of class “artist”, w.r.t. the target
class “person”, a subtree should be provided as the con-
textual information to the crowd for facilitating the deci-
sion, as shown in Fig. 2.

To summarize, the contributions of ourwork are threefold:

� We propose a novel framework for KB integration by
first conducting taxonomy integration via crowd-
sourcing and then performing blocking-based
instancematching based on the integrated taxonomy.

� We formulate the crowd assisted taxonomy integra-
tion problem as a Local Tree Based Query Selection
(LTQS) problem. We prove the LTQS problem is NP-
hard and propose two greedy-based algorithms.

� We conduct extensive experiments on real data sets.
Our experiments verify the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of the proposed approaches.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
describes some definitions and defines the KB integration
problem. We introduce the models and formally define
the Local Tree Based Query Selection problem in Section 3.
Section 4 elaborates two solutions for the LTQS problem.
Section 5 introduces the instance matching strategy. Sec-
tion 6 illustrates the experimental studies on real KBs. We
review the related work in Section 7 and finally conclude
the paper in Section 8.

Fig. 2. Query with a subtree.

Fig. 1. Example of KB integration.
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2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we review some preliminary concepts and
introduce the definitions of KB integration and taxonomy
integration.

A knowledge base is a tuple denoted by ðE;L;R; P Þ, consist-
ing of a collection of entities E, literals L, relationsR holding
between entities and properties P holding between entities
and literals. An entity e 2 E can be a class or an instance, i.e.,
E ¼ fC [ Ig, where C and I represent a class set and an
instance set,1 respectively. Fig. 3 shows a toy example of KB,
there are four entities-two classes, “politician” and
“president” and two instances, “Obama” and “Michelle”;
the date “1961-8-4” and string “Barack Obama” are literals;
three relations “subclass”, “type_of” and “married_to” and
two properties “born” and “full_name”.

In a knowledge base, the classes form a hierarchical
structure, in which different classes have “subclass/
superclass” relationships. If we only consider the classes
in a single KB, all the classes with “subclass/superclass”
(specification/generalization) relationships among them
form a taxonomy. A taxonomy, T ¼ ðV;vÞ, is the class hier-
archical structure of the knowledge base, is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG). The nodes v 2 V is a class, and v
denotes a partial order of specification/generalization
relationship between classes.

To integrate twoKBs, our goal is to identify the positions of
entities from oneKB in another one to construct a unifiedKB.

Definition 1 (Knowledge Base Integration). Given two
knowledge bases, KB1 and KB2, knowledge base integration is
the process of identifying the position of each entity from KB1

inKB2 (or vise versa) to get the unified knowledge base.

KB integration has two sub-tasks: class structure integra-
tion and instance matching. Similar with KB integration, we
introduce the definition of taxonomy integration.

Definition 2 (taxonomy integration). Given two taxono-
mies, T1 and T2, taxonomy integration is the process of identi-
fying the position of each class node from T1 in T2 to get the
unified taxonomy.

As classes refer to general concepts, there are several
relationships among classes. We introduce class semantic
relationship between classes and classify it into four catego-
ries: equivalence (¼), generalization (v), specification (w)
and others (?).

The equivalence between classes refers that the two classes
represent the same concept, and specification/generalization
holds if the concept of one class is a subclass/superclass of
another one, and others relationship refers that none of the
above three relationships holds. For aligning classes, we
need to consider the class semantic relationship. As shown in
Fig. 3, we know that politician is a superclass of president,
therefore, we have (politician w president) and (president v
politician). For another example, given that author has the
same meaning with writer, we have (author ¼ writer). For
matching instances, we only need to consider the equivalence
relationship, which holds if two instances refer to the same
object in the real world, such as both Elvis Presley and Cat
King refer to the American singer Elvis.

We adopt the data blocking technique which clusters the
similar entities into blocks based on the classes the entities
belong to. The blocks can act as filters for the entitymatching,
i.e., we can perform comparisons only among entities in the
same block [17], or filter out any matching entity pairs from
different blocks after the matching process, namely post-fil-
tering. Given a class c from KB1, the similar classes from KB2
are s-hop neighbors of the correspondence of c in KB2.

Definition 3 (s-hop neighbor). Given a taxonomy T ¼ ðV;
vÞ, for each node v 2 V , its s-hop neighbor is a set of nodes,
each of which can be reached from v within s-hop distance,
denotedN sðvÞ ¼ fujdisðu; vÞ � sg
Where disðu; vÞ is the length of shortest path consisting of

“subclass/superclass” edges between nodes u and v.
To identify the positions of classes from KB1 in KB2, we

need to figure out the semantic relationships of two classes
from different KBs. For an entity from KB1, if an equivalent
relationship is found in KB2, then the position is identified;
otherwise, its position is determined by the position of class
nodes it belongs to. Therefore, we first conduct class struc-
ture integration and then perform instance matching based on
the result of unified class structure.

3 MODELS

As existing techniques of taxonomy integration cannot han-
dle the problem of class position locating, we resort to the
crowd to facilitate the taxonomy integration. As mentioned,
due to the semantic relationships between classes, it is neces-
sary to give the crowd some contextual information instead
of single nodes. In this section, we introduce the crowd
model adopted in our work to address the aforementioned
challenges. We first introduce a local tree based query model
in Section 3.1. Then we define the utility model for queries
and formally introduce the Local Tree Based Query Selection
problem in Section 3.2.

3.1 Crowd Model-Local Tree Query
As mentioned, the first challenge of utilizing crowd for
taxonomy integration is how to design a proper human
intelligent task (HIT) interface. Given two taxonomies T1

and T2, for each node in T1 we treat it as a query node and the
position search space consists of all nodes of T2 (each node
in T2 is called the target node). For the query task, there are
two issues to be addressed: on the one hand, how to model
the contextual information of the target node; on the other
hand, given the contextual information, how to guide the
crowd to fix the position of the query node.

Fig. 3. An example of knowledge base.

1. The mapping from an instance to a class can be found through
“type_of” relationship.
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Since the taxonomy may have different granularity in the
class hierarchies, furthermore, as there are multiple kinds of
semantic relationships between two classes, we need to provide
the contextual information to the crowd instead of isolated
nodes in the query task. We derive a novel local tree based
query, which gives the query node and the local tree structure
of the target node. We give multiple position choices for the
crowd, besides, crowdworkers canmanually change the local
tree structure and fix the position of the query node.

Definition 4 (Local Tree Based Query). A local tree based
query consists of a query node q and a local tree of target node
t, LTt. The local tree LTt is a tree structure rooted at node t,
LTt ¼ ft; c1; . . . ; czg, where Ci ¼ fc1; c2; . . . ; czg is the chil-
dren set of node t. The target of such query is to find the position
of query node q w.r.t. LTt.

As Fig. 4 shows, the local tree consists of node i and three
children Ci ¼ fc1; c2; c3g (the right area in the red dotted
curve represents the position of query node if query result
is others). Through this structure, each query has more con-
textual information and hints for the crowd to make deci-
sions. Note that the parent2 of a target node is not included
in its local tree structure as the crowd workers only need
children information of target node for locating the source
node’s position. As the position of the query node q may be
located on some edge or create a new edge in T2, which
changes the hierarchical structure of the target taxonomy.
Existing approaches, such as [24], neglects the contextual
information and cannot solve the aforementioned chal-
lenges, as illustrated in Example 2.

Example 2. Consider the example in Fig. 4, if we do not
consider the contextual information, even if we have con-
firmed that q is a descendant of i and not a descendant of
c1; c2; c3, we cannot confirm the position of node q, instead,
there are totally eight possible positions of q in this case:

� Node q is the child of i and sibling of each child
node c 2 Ci.

� Node q is the child of i and parent of one child,
that is q is located on one of the edges,
e ¼ fði; c1Þ; ði; c2Þ; ði; c3Þg, totally 3

1

� �
choices.

� Node q is the child of i and parent of two children,
gives 3

2

� �
choices.

� Node q is the child of i and parent of three chil-
dren c1; c2; c3.

Totally, we have ð1þ nc
1

� �þ nc
2

� �þ � � � þ nc
nc

� �Þ possible
positions, where nc is the children number of the left
node, the result is eight in this example with nc ¼ 3.

From the example we can see that there is a large number
of possible choices for locating the query node and it is com-
plex and tedious for the crowd to verify all the possible

locations. With the local tree based query, we give multiple
position choices for the crowd, besides, crowd workers
can manually change the local tree structure and fix the
position of the query node. If the node is outside LTi,
the crowd picks one answer from the ancestor, descendant
and others; if q is inside LTi, the crowd manually labels
the position and reconstructs the local tree structure. The
ancestor of a local tree LTi means that q is an ancestor of
node i; descendant of LTi means that q is descendant of
one or more children nodes Ci ¼ fc1; c2; . . . ; czg, for the
descendant choice, the crowd should explicitly state of
which node q is descendant of.

3.2 Utility Function
The second challenge is how to make best use of the limited
budget for crowdsourcing. We need to define some criteria
to guide the query selection process. In this section, we
introduce the pruning power of each query and define the
utility function to model the usefulness of queries. The tax-
onomy has a hierarchical structural (DAG structure), which
can be used to do the pruning. If node q is the descendant of
t, then q is the descendant of every node in ansðtÞ. Con-
versely, if node q is the ancestor of t, then q is the ancestor of
every node in desðtÞ. Note that ansðtÞ denotes the ancestor
set of node t, i.e., ansðtÞ ¼ fvjv 2 DAG ^ v w tg, and desðtÞ
denotes the descendant set of node t (t included), i.e.,
desðtÞ ¼ fvjv 2 DAG ^ v v tg.
Definition 5 (Candidate Pairs). Given two taxonomies T1

and T2, the candidate pairs refer to the pairs that have not been
pruned, which are candidates for constructing local tree based
queries, denoted as CP ¼ fðs; tÞjs 2 T1 ^ t 2 T2g. Each query
Q ¼ ðq; LTiÞ must satisfy that ðq; iÞ 2 CP .

Initially, all pairs CP ¼ fðs; tÞjs 2 T1 ^ t 2 T2g are candi-
date pairs, after collecting the answer of local tree based
queries, we can prune the pairs according to the pruning
principle.

Lemma 1 (Pruning Principle). Given a pair of nodes, s from
T1 (size is N), t from T2 (size is M) if we confirm the relation-
ship between them, we have the following pruning rules:

1. If s w t, we have fp w qj8p 2 ansðsÞ ^ q 2 desðtÞg,
the number of candidate pairs that can be pruned is:
fjansðsÞj þ 1Þ � jdesðtÞjg.

2. If s v t, we have fp v tj8p 2 desðsÞg, the number
of candidate pairs can be pruned is: fjdesðsÞj � ðM�
jdesðtÞjÞg.

3. If the answer is others, which means that s is neither
ancestor nor descendant of t, denoted s ? t, the num-
ber of candidate pairs can be pruned is: fjdesðtÞjg.

Proof. Please refer to the Appendix A. tu
Based on the pruning principle, we next compute the

pruning power of each possible answer of the local tree based
query. Combined with the corresponding prior probabili-
ties, we derive the expected pruning power and take it as
the utility of local tree based query.

We next describe how to model the prior belief of each
situation. For the probability of a generalization/specification
relationship, we use the overlap of instances to model the
prior belief of such relationship [8]. Given two class nodes p
and q, the probability that class p is a descendant of class q
(equivalence included) is

Fig. 4. Local tree structure.

2. A Taxonomy could be a tree structure or a DAG in which a class
might have multiple parents.
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Prðp v qÞ ¼ IðpÞ \ IðqÞ
IðpÞ : (1)

Where IðpÞ and IðqÞ denote the instances of class p and q
respectively. Now, we can model the prior probability of
each possible result given a local tree query structure, mak-
ing use of the instance information. The prior probability of
q is the parent of a local tree LTi is the probability that q is
the ancestor of i, denoted

Prðq w LTiÞ ¼ Prðq w iÞ: (2)

The prior of q being the descendant of LTi is that q is
descendant of one or more child(ren) node(s) in Ci,
denoted

Prðq v LTiÞ ¼ 1�
Y
ci2Ci

ð1� Prðq v ciÞÞ: (3)

As described previously, there are multiple possible
positions when q is located inside the local tree LTi. Node p
could be the child of i and not parent of any child node in
LTi or p could be the child of i and parent of one or more
child(ren) node(s) in Ci. The prior probability is given

Prðq 2 LTiÞ ¼ Prðq v iÞ �
Y
ci2Ci

ð1� Prðq v ciÞÞ: (4)

Besides, we have “others” choice for the position of q,
which means that its outside LTi and neither the descendant
nor ancestor of LTi, denoted Prðq ? LTiÞ

Prðq ? LTiÞ ¼ ð1� Prðq w iÞÞð1� Prðq v iÞÞ: (5)

We computed the prior belief of each possible result of
the local tree based query, and after normalizing the prior
belief, we can get a probability distribution of results.
Note that in our dataset, the KBs use the Wikipedia identi-
fier to represent the instances, it is easy to get the instance
equivalence information (this knowledge will be hidden
when matching instances); for other dataset, the equiva-
lence can be estimated using label information of instances
as adopted in [9], [25]. In work [9] the authors find initial
instance matching pairs by considering the instance string
representation. In work [25], the similarity of a pair of candi-
date entities is computed using lexical similarities between
entity names.

Example 3. To illustrate the computation of prior belief of
each result and the utility of each local tree based query, we
use the example shown in Fig. 5. One KB consists of five
classes, denoted KB1, and another KB consists of a single
class “artist”, denotedKB2. There are five candidate align-
ment pairs, each pair is associated with two scores

denoting the specification probability (v) and generaliza-
tion probability (w) w.r.t. the class “artist” to class from
KB2.

Given the specification/generalization probability, we
can compute the prior belief of each local tree based
query. For (artist, LTperson), the prior of “artist” being the
ancestor of the local tree is: Prðartist w LTpersonÞ ¼ 0:5;
the prior of being the descendant is: Prðartist v
LTpersonÞ ¼ 1� ð1� 0:6Þ � ð1� 0:1Þ � ð1� 0:6Þ ¼ 0:856;
the prior of located in the local tree is : Prðartist 2
LTpersonÞ¼0:7 � ð1� 0:6Þ � ð1� 0:1Þ � ð1� 0:6Þ ¼ 0:1; last,
the prior of neither descendant nor ancestor is : Pr
ðartist ? LTpersionÞ ¼ ð1� 0:7Þ � ð1� 0:5Þ ¼ 0:15. Then,
we normalize the scores of each situation and get the
prior distribution. The prior distribution of each can-
didate local tree based query is summarized in
Table 1.

Based on the prior distribution, we can compute the
expected pruning power of each local tree based query,
denoted PruðQÞ. For query ðartist; LTpersonÞ, the num-
bers of alignment pairs being pruned are 5,1,5,5, respec-
tively, when the answer being ðw;v;2;?Þ. The utility
is: Pruððartist; LTpersonÞÞ= 0.31 � 5 + 0.53 � 1 + 0.06 � 5 +
0.1 � 5 = 2.88.

Aggregate Utility. We next discuss the aggregate utility of a
query set, which is the expected pruning power of a query
set. Let Q denote the query set, jQj ¼ k, and A denote all the
possible answer set for Q, the Cartesian product of answer
set of each query, denoted: A ¼ A1 �A2 � � � � �Ak. Since
each Ai consists of 4 answers, A has 4k results, denoted as
A ¼ fR1; R2; . . . ; R4kg. Each element Ri in the result set con-
sists of k answers, Ri ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; akg. For each Qi 2 Q,
each possible result ai of Qi would have some pruning
power which would prune some candidate pairs. We say
that cpij has been pruned by ai if node j is pruned in the
candidate set of node i. And a pair can be pruned if at least
one query have the prune power on it. Given the result set
Rp 2 A, the pruning power on candidate pair cpij is

PruðcpijjRpÞ ¼ 1�
Y

as2Rp

ð1� PruðcpijjasÞÞ; (6)

where, thePruðcpijjasÞ is the pruning power of as on pair cpij

PruðcpijjasÞ ¼ 1 if cpij 2 ArðasÞ
0 otherwise;

�
(7)

where ArðasÞ is the area that will be affected, a pair cp is in
the affected area if it can be pruned by answer as. The detail
of computing pruning power of each answer result of each
local tree based query is illustrated in Section 4.3.

Fig. 5. KB integration with candidate alignment pairs.

TABLE 1
Prior Distribution

Local Tree Based Query w v 2 ?
ðartist; LTpersonÞ 0.31 0.53 0.06 0.1
ðartist; LTpainterÞ 0.54 0 0.4 0.06
ðartist; LTentertainerÞ 0.59 0.32 0.03 0.06
ðartist; LTmusicianÞ 0.43 0.31 0.2 0.07
ðartist; LTsingerÞ 0.33 0 0.41 0.25
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Next, we define the utility of a query setQ

UðQÞ ¼
X
Rp2A

PrðRpÞ �
X

cpij2CP
PruðcpijjRpÞ

¼
X

cpij2CP

X
Rp2A

PrðRpÞ � PruðcpijjRpÞ:
(8)

Note that the computation for the aggregate utility of a
query set Q given in Equation (8) needs to traverse all the
possible answer results in A which size is 4jQj. Therefore,
the computation becomes intractable if the size of Q grows
large. Next, we derive another formula to compute the
aggregate utility defined in Equation (8)

UðQÞ ¼
X

cpij2CP
1�

Y
Qi2Q

1� PruðcpijjQiÞ; (9)

where PruðcpijjQiÞ is the expected probability of candidate
pair cpij being pruned by Qi, denoted

PruðcpijjQiÞ ¼
X4
i

PrðaiÞ � PrðcpijjaiÞ: (10)

Lemma 2. The aggregate utility functions defined by Equa-
tions (8) and (9) are equivalent.

Proof. Please refer to the Appendix B. tu
By the Equation (9), we can accelerate the utility compu-

tation by keeping the production value
Q

Qi2Qð1� Pru
ðcpijjQiÞÞ for each query set Q. In this case, to compute
the utility value of a new query set by adding a query Q,
we only need to traverse the CP set and compute the
PruðcpijjQÞ. After adding a new query, we will update
the production value. Therefore the computation of aggre-
gate utility of a given set can be done in OðjCP jÞ time.

Based on the definition of aggregate utility of a set of local
tree based queries, we formally introduce the Local Tree Based
Query Selection problem.

Definition 6 (Local Tree Based Query Selection). Given
two taxonomies, T1 and T2, a set of candidate pairs CP ¼
fðs; tÞjs 2 T1; t 2 T2 ^ t 2 CandðsÞg. Each local tree based
query Q consists of a query node q and a local tree LTi, where
ðq; iÞ 2 CP . Local tree based query selection problem is to select
a set of local tree based queries, Q, which gives the maximum

utility value U under a limited crowdsourcing budget k (total
number of Human Intelligence Tasks, a.a HITs).3

Note that, in our model all query nodes are from source
taxonomy T1, target nodes and local tree structures are from
target taxonomy T2. Given two taxonomies, we select the
taxonomy with larger size and finer granularity as the target
taxonomy and locate positions of the nodes from source
taxonomy in the target taxonomy.

For brevity, a summary of notations used in this paper is
shown in Table 2

4 QUERY SELECTION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we first prove that LTQS problem is NP-hard
in Section 4.1; then we propose two greedy-based algo-
rithms for LTQS problem.

4.1 Hardness Analysis

Theorem 1. Given two taxonomies T1 and T2 and a integer k,
select k local tree based queries that maximize the utility is
NP-hard.

Proof. We prove that the LTQS problem is NP-hard by a
reduction from theMaximum Coverage Problem.

An instance of maximum coverage problem is: A set U
of n elements, a collection of S ¼ fS1; S2; . . . ; Smg of m
subsets of U , such that

S
iSi ¼ U , the goal is to select k

subsets from S such that their union has the maximum
cardinality. We construct an instance of two taxonomies:
T1 has a single node q, and T2 is a DAG with three levels:
a root node r at level 0, level 1 is consists of mðm � kÞ
children nodes of r, and level 2 consists of n nodes, which
are children of nodes in level 1, illustrated in Fig. 6.
The prior of q is given as follows: Prðp v rÞ ¼ 1, for each
s 2 levelð1Þ, Prðp w sÞ ¼ 1 and for each e 2 levelð2Þ,
Prðp w eÞ ¼ 1. This means that the query node q should
be located between level 0 and level 1.

In this case, according to the pruning principle, the
pruning power of selecting the query rooted at r or rooted
at any node in level 2 is 1, and the pruning power of select-
ing the query rooted at each node in level 1 is equal to the
number of its children plus itself. (� 1). In order to maxi-
mize the pruning power, the node in level 1 is a better
choice than any nodes in level 0 or level 2, so the best strat-
egy is to select the k nodes all from level 1. In this instance,
we have each node in level 1 corresponds to a set S in the
maximum coverage problem, and each node in level 2 corre-
sponds to an element e. The aggregate utility of a query set
is the number of nodes that has been pruned.

Therefore, local tree based query selection picks query set
corresponding to the set such that the maximum of nodes,
which corresponds to the elements, are covered.

TABLE 2
Summary of Notations

Notation Description

LTi Local tree rooted at entity i

Ci children set of node (entity) i
desðeÞ Descendants of entity e

ansðeÞ Ancestors of entity e

cpij Candidate pair with entity i from KB1 and j from KB2
Q Local tree based query
A Possible answer sets for a given query set
R An element in answer sets
a The answer of a given query
ArðaÞ The nodes that will be affected by the answer a
CandðeÞ The candidate entities of entity e

PruðQÞ The pruning power of query Q

PrðaÞ The prior belief of result a occurs
UðQÞ The utility function of a query setQ

Fig. 6. NP-hard proof for query selection problem.

3. In our work, all HITs have the same price, therefore, k is propor-
tional to the monetary budget.
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Conversely, each solution of the Local Tree Based Query
Selection Problem is a solution of the Maximum Coverage
Problem. tu
Since the LTQS problem is NP-hard, we derive two

greedy algorithms: A static query selection problem and an
adaptive query selection algorithm, which are discussed in
the following sections.

4.2 Static Query Selection

Theorem 2. The utility function of a query set Q defined in
Equation (8) is monotone.

Proof. Consider two query sets Q1 and Q2, where Q1 	 Q2.
For each result R1

p 2 A1, we can find a collection of super-

sets of R1
p, denoted as SupðR1

pÞ ¼ fR2
q jR2

q 
 R1
p ^R2

q 2
A2g. Also, we have P ðR1

pÞ ¼
P

R2
q2SupðR1

pÞ P ðR2
qÞ. From

Equation (6), it is obvious that PruðcpijjR1
pÞ � PruðcpijjR2

qÞ
if R1

p � R2
q . Therefore, we have the utility ofQ2 as follows:

UðQ2Þ ¼
X

cpij2CP

X
R1
p2A1

X
R2
q2SupðR1

pÞ
P ðR2

qÞ � PruðcpijjR2
qÞ

�
X

cpij2CP

X
R1
p2A1

X
R2
q2SupðR1

pÞ
P ðR2

qÞ � PruðcpijjR1
pÞ

¼
X

cpij2CP

X
R1
p2A1

PruðcpijjR1
pÞ �

X
R2
q2SupðR1

pÞ
P ðR2

qÞ

¼
X

cpij2CP

X
R1
p2A1

PruðcpijjR1
pÞ � P ðR1

pÞ

¼ UðQ1Þ:

(11)

Based on Equation (11), we state that utility of query set

is monotone. tu
Theorem 3. The utility function of query set has the property of

submodularity. That is, given two query sets Q1;Q2 and a
query Qt, where Q1 � Q2, we have UðQ1 [QtÞ � UðQ1Þ �
UðQ2 [QtÞ � UðQ2Þ.

Proof. Please refer to the Appendix C for the proof. tu

Algorithm 1. Static Query Selection Algorithm

Input: Two taxonomies T1; T2, query budget k,
Output: Query set Q
1 Initialize Q  ; and candidate pairs CP according to
Definition 5

2 Candidate query set CQ ;
3 for each candidate pair cpij 2 CP do
4 generate local tree based query Q ¼ fi; LTjg
5 CQ CQ [Q
6 for s ¼ 1 to k do
7 for each candidate query Q 2 CQ do
8 DUðQÞ ¼ UðQ [QÞ � UðQÞ
9 Q� ¼ argmaxQ2CQDUðQÞ
10 Q  Q[Q�

11 CQ CQ�Q�

12 returnQ

Based on Theorems 2 and 3, we propose a greedy-based
approximation algorithm, static query selection algorithm, to
select the k local tree based queries, as shown in Algorithm 1.
In each iteration, the algorithm selects the query Q which

gives the maximum delta utility (the increase in utility after
adding this query to the selection set) and adds it to the selec-
tion setQ, until the set size reaches the given budget k.

Lemma 3. The static query selection algorithm shown in
Algorithm 1 achieves an approximation ratio of 1� 1

e.

Proof. Based on the monotone and submodular properties
of the aggregate utility of a local query based query set, the
approximation ratio of the greedy algorithm illustrated in
Algorithm 1 is 1� 1

e [26]. tu
Computational Complexity Analysis. Initialization operation

of Algorithm 1 takes OðjCP jÞ time (lines 1�5); the algorithm
has k iterations (lines 6�11); in each iteration, the algorithm
first computes delta utility of each query (lines 7�8), the
computational complexity is OðjCQj � jCP jÞ (using the for-
mula in Equation (9)); the max operation (line 9) is OðjCQjÞ.
Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 1 isOðk � jCQj � jCP jÞ.

4.3 Adaptive Query Selection
As the answer of each query is uncertain, we could only get
the answer after the query task is finished by the crowd
workers. The pruning strategy is applied according to the
outcome of past queries, which may further influence the
future query selection. Therefore, a better query selection
strategy is to adaptively make a sequence of decisions.

In this section, we propose a greedy-based adaptive algo-
rithm for Local Tree Based Query Selection problem. Suppose
we select k queries, Q1; Q2; . . . ; Qk in a way that the choice
of Qi depends on the query results of Q1; Q2; . . . ; Qi�1.
Initially, we have all candidate queries CQ, in each itera-
tion, Qi ¼ fa; LTbg has four possibilities, each of them
has some pruning power and is associated with a prior
probability. The prior probability modeling is given in
Section 3.2.

Next, we discuss the pruning power of each situation.
The q w LTi and q ? LTi can be derived by the pruning prin-
ciple, which is equivalent with q w i and q ? i. Then, we dis-
cuss the pruning power of q v LTi and q 2 LTi. If q is inside
the LTi, then the crowd can label the position of q, besides,
ansðqÞ must not be descendant of each ci 2 Ci and desðqÞ
also should be the descendant of i, therefore, the number of
nodes that can be pruned is

Pruðq2LTiÞ
¼ ðjCandðqÞj � 1Þ þ

X
a2ansðqÞ

jCandðaÞndesðLTiÞj

þ
X

b2desðqÞnq
jCandðbÞnansðiÞj;

(12)

where, desðLTiÞ ¼
S

ci2Ci
desðciÞ. Note that, given a local

tree LTi, we can get C ¼ fvjv 2 childðiÞg. If q is the descen-
dant of LTi, then it could be the descendant of one or more
nodes in Ci. Our query requires the crowd to label which
nodes are ancestors of query node q, therefore the number
of pairs being pruned is

Pruðq v LTiÞ ¼
X
ci2Ci

Prðq v ciÞ
Prðq v LTiÞ

X
a2desðqÞ

jCandðaÞndesðciÞj:

(13)

Based on the above discussion, we have covered all the
possible results of local tree based query andmodeled the prior
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and pruning power. The utility of a query Qi ¼ fa; LTbg is
defined as the expected pruning power, denoted

UðQijQ1; Q2; . . . ; Qi�1Þ ¼
X
l2Ab

PrðlÞ
D
� PruðlÞ: (14)

where, Ab is the result set, Ab ¼ fa w LTb; a v LTb;
a ? LTb; a 2 LTbg, and D is the normalization factor, D ¼P

l2Ab
PrðlÞ.

The utility defined in Equation (14) computes the
expected increased pruning power of a single local tree based
query Qi conditioned on the observed results of queries that
have already been selected. The adaptive selection strategy
is that each time we select the query Qi, which has the
largest increase in utility value, UðQijQ1; Q2; . . . ; Qi�1Þ;
then collect answer from the crowd and do the pruning
step according to the answer. If all positions in the source
taxonomy T1 are fixed or the selection reaches the budget
limit, then stop, otherwise repeat the selection procedure.
The adaptive selection algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

Computational Complexity Analysis. Similar with the
Algorithm 1, the computational complexity of Algorithm 2
is Oðk � jCQj � jCP jÞ.
Example 4.Next, we illustrate the two proposed algorithms

with the same input as shown in Example 3. Suppose the
input budget is 2 (k ¼ 2). For static query selection, we
first compute the utility of each local tree based query.
As shown in Example 2, the utility can be computed
using the prior distribution and pruning power of each
answer result. The static query selection algorithm pro-
cess is given in Table 3.

As shown in the table, in the first iteration, we select
ðartist; LTmusicianÞ into the query set Qstatic. Then, in the
second iteration,we compute the delta utility of each query
w.r.t. the query setQstatic ¼ fðartist; LTmusicianÞg. Then we
select ðartist; LTentertainerÞ into the set. The final result is
Qstatic ¼ fðartist;LTmusicianÞ; ðartist;LTentertainerÞg.

For the adaptive query selection, we will also select
ðartist; LTmusicianÞ in the first iteration, then we will col-
lect the answer of this query from the crowd. The col-
lected answer is “ancestor” and based on this answer we
will prune two candidate pairs: ðartist;musicianÞ and
ðartist; singerÞ. In the second iteration, we recompute all
the utilities, and select the query with maximum utility
value which is ðartist; LTpersonÞ of utility value 1.87.
The final result is Qadaptive ¼ fðartist; LTmusicianÞ; ðartist;
LTpersonÞg.

Compare the two query selection results, the position
of “artist” can be fixed by Qadaptive since when querying
the ðartist; LTpersonÞ query, it is located in the local tree.
However, with the query setQstatic we can not fix the posi-
tion as both answers are “ancestor” for the two queries.

Algorithm 2. Adaptive Query Selection Algorithm

Input: Two taxonomies T1; T2, query budget k,
Output: Query setQ
1 InitializeQ  ; and candidate pairs CP according to
Definition 5

2 Candidate query set CQ ;
3 for each candidate pair cpij 2 CP do
4 generate local tree based query Q ¼ fi; LTjg
5 CQ CQ [Q
6 for s ¼ 1 to k do
7 for each candidate query Q 2 CQ do
8 Compute DUðQjQÞ according to Equation (14)
9 Q� ¼ argmaxQ2CQDUðQjQÞ
10 Q  Q[Q�

11 CQ CQ�Q�

12 Observe result of query Q
13 a answerðQÞ
14 Update CP and CQ influenced by the answer ArðaÞ
15 returnQ

5 BLOCKING BASED INSTANCE MATCHING

In this section, we consider aligning a large amount of
instances in knowledge bases. Since each instance of a KB
refers to an object in the real world, instance alignment is to
find the correspondence relationship between two instances
from different KBs and interlink them. For matching instan-
ces between KBs, we regard it as a Clean-Clean ER problem,
which is the process of detecting pairs of matching entities
among two large, clean but overlapping collections of enti-
ties. This follows the assumption that there is no duplication
in each KB (if duplications exist, de-duplication techni-
ques [8], [9] can be applied first).

Large KBs have millions of instances, e.g., Freebase con-
tains 13 million entities, and Probase has 16 million entities.
Naive pairwise based instance matching is intractable for
matching entities between two large KBs. In order to scale
to large volumes of data, approximate techniques are
adopted, among which data blocking is the most prominent.
Data blocking techniques cluster the similar entities into
blocks and perform comparisons only among entities in the
same block [17]. In our instance matching problem between
KBs, we consider the class as the blocking factor. As men-
tioned in Section 1, we do not need to compare an entity in
“animal” to those entities in “people”. Therefore, we can
take several similar classes as a cluster. In our work, given a
class c from KB1, the similar classes from KB2 are s-hop
neighbors of the correspondence of c in KB2.

For the blocking based instance matching, how to define
the size of the cluster is a core problem, and there is a trade
off between accuracy and recall. A smaller cluster size has
a stronger blocking power on instance pairs, but it would
impair the recall since some matched pairs may be
neglected; in another hand, adopting a larger range would
introduce some false positive pairs and increase the com-
puting complexity. In this section, we use s-hop neighbor
for class clustering, where the s is a parameter set through
experimental study. In our work, we adopt a fixed s over
all classes, the reasons are twofold: First, there could be
thousands of classes in a KB, it is not trivial to find the
“best” blocking size for each class; second, according to our
experimental study, when s reaches 3, the filtering power

TABLE 3
Static Query Selection

Local Tree Based Query UðQj;Þ UðQjQÞ
ðartist; LTpersonÞ 2.88 0.87
ðartist; LTpainterÞ 2.27 0.9
ðartist; LTentertainerÞ 2.77 1.12
ðartist; LTmusicianÞ 3.06 -
ðartist; LTsingerÞ 2.82 1.08
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has decreased significantly and does not have much differ-
ence with instance matching result without filtering.

For each class ci, the block consists of all its s-hop neighbors,
denoted BlockðciÞ ¼ fcjjcj 2 N sðciÞg. For an instance e 2 ci,
we only compare it with those entities belong to the classes in
the block of ci. All other comparisons are neglected, then we
adopt existing techniques for entity resolution, e.g., string simi-
larity and similarity flooding [27], to compute the similarities
between entities and for each entity select the candidate with
maximumsimilarity score as thematched one.

6 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

6.1 Setup
Real Knowledge Bases. We choose to align two large scale
KBs, YAGO [1] and DBpedia [5]. The KBs are represented
as text files containing a list of triples of facts. Our experi-
ments perform taxonomy integration and instance match-
ing. The statistics of YAGO and DBpedia are given in
Table 4. Both KBs have several million instances and thou-
sands of classes. For the instance of the KBs, both of them
use Wikipedia identifiers to describe instances, therefore,
the ground truth for instance matching can be easily
obtained (this is ignored during the instance matching pro-
cess); for the taxonomy integration task, we check the accu-
racy of class alignment using the gold standard offered by
PARIS [8]. Note that this gold standard is incomplete and
can serve only for precision, and compare the performance
of our algorithms with existing approaches [8].

6.2 Crowdsourcing Platform
In our experiments, we use gMission [28] as the platform for
conducting crowdsourcing tasks. The local tree based query is
designed as a single choice question and workers are asked
to identify the relationships between the query node and
target node w.r.t. the local tree structure of the target node,
the human intelligence task interface is shown in Fig. 7.

As observed from Fig. 7, eachHIT has five choices in terms
of the semantic relationship between query node and target
node, i.e., ancestor, equivalent, inside the local tree, descendant of
the local tree and others. Specifically, if the answer is inside the
local tree, workers are requested to pick the node(s) that is
(are) descendant of the query node; or if the answer is descen-
dant of the local tree), workers need to pick the node that is
the ancestor of the query node. For example, we found that
Musical Festival is located in the local tree and is the parent of
Blues_Festivals and Classical_music_festivals. Following the
usual practice of ensuring the qualitywhenweuse crowd [27],
we design a qualification test consists of the golden pairs in
our dataset, only users passed the task are allowed to do the
tasks.We assign eachHIT to sevenworkers and aggregate the
answers bymajority voting strategy.

6.3 Taxonomy Integration
Preprocessing. Instead of assigning each class in the taxonomy
of one Knowledge Base to multiple classes in the taxonomy

of another KB, The target of our taxonomy integration is try
to fix the position of each class. Given the input two KBs, we
take one KB as the source and another one as the target. In
the brute-force manner, for each class of source KB, all the
classes in the target KB are considered. However, such
approach has the complexity ofOðMNÞ (M;N are class num-
bers of KBs), which is a waste of effort since most of the
classes are not relevant. Also, it is intractable and costly
for the crowd to conduct all those tasks, i.e., totally
327 � 292;898 ¼ 95;777;646 tasks in our dataset. Therefore,
for each class c from a taxonomy, we first reduce the candi-
date list size of c by computing a prior belief of generalization/
specification relationships and filter the classes with prior
score lower than a threshold u. Any method for computing
the prior score can be applied here, in our work, similar
with [8], we use the instance overlap to compute the prior
score (as the instances are both represented using Wikipedia
identifiers, we use this information for computing).

Parameters. In our dataset, we treat the DBpedia as the
source KB and YAGO as the target KB. With the filter
threshold u ¼ 0:01, for each class ci from source KB, class
node cj in target KB that with an generalization/specification
(ci v cj) relationship belief score below the threshold are fil-
tered out. According to [8], the influence of u on final gener-
alization/specification score is trivial and could be neglected,
therefore, for a higher coverage, we fix the u value to 0.01
here. Totally 2,089 pairs are remained (jCPj = 2,089) after
the filtering step (the pairs with Prðc1 v c2Þ < u are filtered
out). We vary the number of queries from 2�10 percent
(40�200) of the total candidate pairs (jCPj).

Quality Control. As crowd workers may have errors, we
assign each task to multiple workers to ensure the answer
quality. For each task assigned to m workers with a1;
a2; . . . ; ap choices. For choice ai, if t workers vote for it, the
confidence of this answer is t

m. For each task, we use major-
ity voting to get the choice answer. To ensure answer qual-
ity and prevent error propagation, we only accept the
answer and perform pruning when the majority answer has

a high confidence, i.e., larger or equal than
dm2 e
m (more than

half of the workers vote for this choice). In our experiment,
we find that with the contextual information given in the
local tree based query task, with various budget, on average
92 percent of the task answers have high confidence.

Answer Aggregation. In our experiment, we assign each
HIT to seven workers, each worker will give an answer
among the given five choices, shown in Fig. 7. First, we use
majority voting to get the choice number. If the choice is
ancestor of the local tree, equivalent with the target node or others,
we just return the choice by majority voting; if the answer is
inside the local tree or descendant of the local tree, the answer
includes the corresponding children nodes that are the

TABLE 4
Statistics of YAGO, DBpedia

Dataset #Facts #Instances #Classes # Relations

YAGO 26,120,106 2,747,873 292,898 77
DBpedia 26,770,236 2,526,321 327 1,298

Fig. 7. Human intelligence task (HIT) interface.
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descendant or is the parent of the query node. We unify the
answers from different workers as our final answer.

Evaluation Metrics. For the query selection approach eval-
uation, we implemented three query selection algorithms:
Static query selection, adaptive query selection, and random
query selection. We take the random query selection algo-
rithm, which randomly selects the query in each selection,
as the baseline and compare the performances of these three
algorithms using the following metrics: The utility of
selected query set, reduced candidate pair number (RCPN),
the precision of alignment and the running time. For the tax-
onomy integration evaluation, to compare our integration
result with other techniques (we compare our approach
with state-of-the-art approach, PARIS [8]), we use the fol-
lowing metrics: Number of classes that the position have
been fixed (PFN), number of classes that the position have
been improved (PIN). Here, we consider that the position of
a class is fixed if the class is located inside the given local
tree or equivalent to the target node; the position of a class
is improved if it is assigned to a more specific class (if the
choice is descendant of the local tree) or a certain generalization/
specification (v) relationship is corrected by the crowd (if the
choice is ancestor of the local tree).

The utilities value of different selection strategies are
shown in Fig. 8, we only compare the static selection algo-
rithm with the random selection algorithm. The reason that
we do not compare the utility value of the adaptive selection
algorithm is that it will do the pruning each step which will
change the utility value. From the result we can observe
that static selection algorithm outperforms the random
selection strategy.

The results of reduced candidate pairs number and run-
ning time of three query selection algorithms are illustrated
in Fig. 9. We can observe that the adaptive query selection
algorithm outperforms the static and random strategy, in
terms of RCPN. As the adaptive selection algorithm will do
the selection based on previous results, which avoids unnec-
essary queries. For the running time, adaptive selection strat-
egy takes a slight more time than static selection. This
difference is caused by the time spent in the adjusting
and pruning step, as the adaptive query selection algorithm
will adjust the input and do the pruning according to the
answer at each iteration. Furthermore, to compare with other
existing taxonomy integration approach, i.e., PARIS, which
assigns multiple classes of the target KB for each class from
source KB, we record number of classes that the positions
have been fixed and number of classes that the positions have
been improved through our algorithms, shown in Fig. 10.
From the comparison results, we can see that the adaptive
query selection algorithm achieves the best performance
among the three algorithms, for both PFN and PINmetric.

Statistics of Integration Result. For the class integration, we
get the result according to the query results and aggregate
the answers from different workers. The results consist of a
set of generalization/specification pairs (class alignment pairs).
We evaluated the precision of the class alignment, i.e., the
generalization relationship pairs (	). Some generalization/
specification pairs, together with the notion TRUE or FALSE
are provided by PARIS.4 We use this for our precision eval-
uation. The alignment pair number (APN) and the precision
of alignments by three algorithms are illustrated in Figs. 11,
12, and 13.

For the alignment numbers, shown in Figs. 11a, 12a, 13a,
the alignment number of DBpedia v YAGO and YAGO v
DBpedia pairs could be increased or decreased, not linearly
related to the query number (budget). Although we prune
some pairs according to the answers, we would add some
new pairs in some cases as well . Take the query with “dbp:
infrastructure v y:facility” and the contextual information
of “y:facility”, we have “y:gas_system” and“y:water_
system” in its children list and both classes are the children
of query “infrastructure”. Therefore, the DBpedia generaliza-
tion/specification pairs of YAGO v are added. As shown in
Figs. 11b, 12b, and 13b, for different query selection strate-
gies with varying budget, the precision of alignment results
do not change much. The precision of the alignment for
DBpedia	YAGO is around 85 percent and YAGO 	 DBpe-
dia is around 93 percent. The reason is that the input of the
generalization/specification pairs before filtering has a good
precision, with the query selection and pruning according
to the answers, we improve the position of classes, which is
more concrete and specific. For example, we have a “dbp:
language v y:abstraction” pair, given to the crowd with
the contextual information with “y:abstraction”. After the
query, we get “dbp:language v y:communication”, where
“communication” is a child of “abstraction”. We improve
the position of class “language”, but the alignment pairs

Fig. 8. Utility comparison. Fig. 9. Query selection algorithm evaluation.

Fig. 10. Taxonomy integration comparison.

4. http://webdam.inria.fr/paris/
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“dbp:language v y:abstraction” and “dbp:language v y:
communication” are both correct. Therefore, combine the
precision result with PFN, PIN result, we find that with our
crowdsourced class alignment, we achieve accurate and pre-
cise alignment results (with comparative precision com-
pared to Paris but improve the “in-concise” alignment pairs).

6.4 Instance Matching
We adopt the s-hop blocking-based instance matching
approach, which would reduce the computing complexity
to OðN1 �MÞ, where M is the average candidate entity
size of the entities from KB1. We vary the size of s and
compare the precision and recall of instance matching
result.

Both DBpedia and YAGO have millions of instances, if
we direct compute the entities of s-hop neighbor classes,
the average number is 210,123, which is still not efficient
enough. Therefore, to optimize the computation, we first use
the strategy in [8] to reduce the complexity to OðN1� p2Þ,
where p is the average statements that an entity occurs; then
we use the post-filtering strategy, for each pair (e1; e2), we
compute the parent class setsC1; C2 and check whether there
exists ci 2 C1 and cj 2 C2 that ci and cj arewithin the distance
of s. The average number of jC1j � jC2j is 20. We evaluate the
precision and recall of the instance matching algorithm
based on various class alignment results by different local
tree query selection strategies (under budget 200, 10 percent
of alignment pair number): Random selection, static selec-
tion, adaptive selection and empty selection (where no selec-
tion operation performed on the initial PARIS class
alignment result). The evaluation result is shown in Fig. 14.
We vary s from 0 � 3, note that the Empty Selection have no
result when s equals to 0 as there is no equivalent relation-
ship in PARIS class alignment result. We can observe that
with larger neighbor size, the precision decreases from 95 to
91 percent and the recall increases from 38 to 58 percent.
Depends on different applications, we can adopt different
neighbor size, for high precision and accuracy, a smaller
neighbor size is preferred and for high recall requirement,

larger neighbor size should be adopted. Considering differ-
ent query selection strategies, we can observe that overall the
adaptive selection strategy and static selection strategy out-
perform the random selection and empty selection strategy
with various neighbor sizes. Considering the F1 score, the
adaptive strategy achieves the best performance, followed
by static selection strategy, which validates the effectiveness
of proposed taxonomy integration approach.

7 RELATED WORK

7.1 Knowledge Base Integration
The problem of knowledge base (ontology) integration has
been conducted by a large amount of research works, as
ontology integration is an important technique to the seman-
tic web. Aumueller et al. [29] demonstrates an ontology
matching tool COMA++, which combines different match-
ing metrics, i.e., similarity measure, linearly combining lexi-
cal, structural and extensional similarities, to support
ontology matching. Udrea et al. proposes an ILIADS algo-
rithm [10] to integrate the data matching and logical reason-
ing techniques to conduct ontology integration. Jean-Mary
et al. [30] integrates two ontologies using lexical and struc-
tural features and calculates a similarity measure to derive
the alignment, and then verified it to avoid semantic incon-
sistencies. PARIS [8], proposed by Suchanek et al., presents
an automatic approach for ontology alignment, in which not
only instances but also classes and relations are aligned.
Julien et al. [9] demonstrates a more efficient algorithm,
SiGMa, for large-scale knowledge base alignment. SiGMa
adopted an iterative propagation algorithm to align the
instances between KBs. Please refer to the [31], [32], [33]
for the survey of ontology matching and knowledge base
management related issues. Most of the previous works
only consider the equivalence or subclass relationship
between classes and cannot handle both of them as our
work does.

Some work try to include user involvement into ontology
integration process [22], [23], [34]. These works either limit
user involvement to validating candidate subclass/superclass

Fig. 12. Class alignment result of greedy selection.

Fig. 13. Class alignment result of adaptive selection.

Fig. 14. Instance matching performance.

Fig. 11. Class alignment result of random selection.
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mappings, and do not allow users to identify semantic relation-
ship among classes or can not be applied to large scale knowl-
edge base (ontology). The most similar work to ours is [27], in
which an active learning framework is proposed for ontology
matching. However, they only considers small number of
queries and neglects semantic relationship between classes.
For instance matching, the blocking-based techniques have
long been adopted, i.e., [17], [35]. In ourwork, we do notwork
on the effectiveness of how to construct the block. We adopt
the naive blocking strategy based on the class integration
results and verify the efficiency and effectiveness of the
instancematching.

7.2 Crowdsourced Data Management
Human computation has been used for centuries, which
describes computation performed by a human and human
computation systems organize human efforts to carry out
computation [36]. With the popularity of commercial plat-
forms such as Amazon MTurk (AMT) and CrowdFlower,
the source of human is broadened to the crowd, namely,
crowdsourcing. Recently, the increasing popularity of
crowdsourcing brings new trends to adopt online crowd as a
Human Processing Unit (HPU) and leverage the power of the
crowd to tackle human intrinsic tasks, such as entity resolu-
tion [15], [16], [37], tablematching [37], schemamatching [38],
information acquisition [39], taxonomy construction [40],
[41], ontology integration [27], data cleaning [42] and so forth.
Many tasks that cannot be addressed by machines perfectly
have been solved by the crowdsourcing.

Moreover, several recent work have been conducted to
improve the performance of crowdsourcing systems. Zheng
et al. propose a quality-aware task assignment system to
optimize the online task assignment [43]; Fan et al. propose
a framework to adaptively assign microtasks to appropriate
workers [44]. These works treat workers differently in the
task assignment process which is an orthogonal issue as we
regard workers equally.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a framework for large scale
knowledge base integration through human intelligence.
The core problem in KB integration, i.e., taxonomy integra-
tion, is formulated as the Local Tree Based Query Selection
problem, which is proved to be NP-hard. To solve this opti-
mization problem, we propose two greedy-based query
selection algorithms, i.e., static query selection algorithm
and adaptive query selection algorithm. Based on the taxon-
omy integration result, we align the instance through a
s-hop neighbor based blocking strategy. Finally, we verify
our proposed algorithms through extensive experimental
studies on real large scale KBs. In particular, experimental
results demonstrate that our approach can operate the KB
integration task both efficiently and effectively.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. Given a pair of nodes s and t, there are three
semantic relationships:

First, if s w t, then we know that node s is the ancestor
of node t. Then, the node s with each node in the ancestor
set of node s, i.e., ansðsÞ, must also be the ancestor of each
descendant of node t (desðtÞ). Therefore, each candidate

pair ðp; qÞ with p 2 ansðsÞ and q 2 desðtÞ, the subclass
relationship does not hold and should be pruned. The
number of pairs to be pruned is fðjansðsÞj þ 1Þ � jdesðtÞjg.

Second, if we know s v t, then node s is the descendant
of node t. In this case, each node in the descendant set of s,
desðsÞ is also a descendant of node t. Therefore, those
nodes which are not descendant of t are filtered out and
corresponding candidate pairs are pruned. The number of
pairs to be pruned is fjdesðsÞj � ðM � j desðtÞjÞg.

If the relationship is others, s ? t, which means that
s is neither an ancestor nor a descendant of t, then
all the candidate pairs ðs; t0Þ, where t0 2 desðtÞ, are
pruned. The number of pairs to be pruned is
fjdesðtÞjg. tu

B. Proof of Lemma 2

Proof.We prove the equivalence of Equations (8) and (9) for
computing the aggregate utility of a query set Q. We
expand the formula in Equation (8) as follow:

UðQÞ ¼
X

cpij2CP

X
Rp2A

PrðRpÞ � PruðcpijjRpÞ

¼
X

cpij2CP

X
Rp2A

Y
ast2Rp

PrðastÞ 1�
Y

ast2Rp

ð1�PruðcpijjastÞÞ
0
@

1
A

¼
X

cpij2CP
1�

X
Rp2A

Y
ast2Rp

PrðastÞð1� PruðcpijjastÞÞ:

(15)
Next, we analyze the expected pruning power of a query
Q, of size k, on a single candidate pair cpij. Since the possi-
ble answer results are 4k, A ¼ fAðQ1Þ �AðQ2Þ � � � � �
AðQkÞg, whereAðQsÞ ¼ fas1; as2; as3; as4g is the answer set
of queryQs. Therefore, we have

PruðcpijjQÞ
¼ 1� ½Prða11Þð1� Pruðcpijja11ÞÞPrða21Þð1� Pruðcpijja21ÞÞ
� � �Prðak1Þð1� Pruðcpijjak1ÞÞ þ Prða11Þð1� Pruðcpijja11ÞÞ
Prða21Þð1� Pruðcpijja21ÞÞ � � �Prðak2Þð1�Pruðcpijjak2ÞÞþ
� � �þ Prða14Þð1� Pruðcpijja14ÞÞPrða24Þð1� Pruðcpijja24ÞÞ
� � �Prðak4Þð1� Pruðcpijjak4ÞÞ

¼ 1�
X4
t¼1

Prða1tÞð1� Pruðcpijja1tÞÞ½Prða21Þð1�Pruðcpijja21ÞÞ

� � �Prðak1Þð1� Pruðcpijjak1ÞÞ þ� � � þ Prða24ÞPruðcpijja24Þ
� � �Prðak4Þð1� Pruðcpijjak4ÞÞ

¼1�
 X4

t¼1
Prða1tÞð1�Pruðcpijja1tÞÞ

!
½Prða21Þð1�Pruðcpijja21ÞÞ

� � �Prðak1Þð1� Pruðcpijjak1ÞÞ þ � � � þ Prða24ÞPruðcpijja24Þ
� � �Prðak4Þð1� PruðcpijÞjak4Þ
¼ 1� ð1� PruðcpijjQ1ÞÞ½Prða21Þð1� Pruðcpijja21ÞÞ � � �
Prðak1Þð1� Pruðcpijjak1ÞÞ þ � � � þ Prða24ÞPruðcpijja24Þ � � �
Prðak4Þð1� PruðcpijÞjak4Þ
..
.

¼1�ð1�PruðcpijjQ1Þð1�PruðcpijjQ2ÞÞ� � � ð1�PruðcpijjQkÞÞ
¼1�

Y
Qi2Q
ð1� PruðcpijjQiÞÞ:

(16)
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Therefore, based on Equations (16) and (15), we have

UðQÞ ¼
X

cpij2CP

X
Rp2A

PrðRpÞ � PruðcpijjRpÞ

¼
X

cpij2CP
1�

Y
Qi2Q
ð1� PruðcpijjQiÞÞ: (17)

tu

C. Proof of Theorem 3

Proof. First, we compute the pruning power on a single pair
cpij from fR1

p [ atg, where Rp 2 A1 and at 2 Qt.

PruðcpijjR1
p [ atÞ

¼ 1�
Y

a2R1
p[at
ð1� PruðcpijjaÞÞ

¼ 1� ð1� PruðcpijjatÞÞ
Y

as2R1
p

ð1� PruðcpijjasÞÞ

¼ 1�
Y

as2R1
p

ð1� PruðcpijjasÞÞ þ PruðcpijjatÞ
Y

as2R1
p

ð1� PruðcpijjasÞÞ

¼ PruðcpijjR1
pÞ þ PruðcpijjatÞ � ð1� PruðcpijjR1

pÞÞ:
(18)

According to Equation (18), we have the increased
pruning power on cpij by adding a query result of at
to R1

p

DðcpijjR1
p; atÞ

¼ PruðcpijjR1
p [ atÞ � PruðcpijjR1

pÞ
¼ PruðcpijjatÞ � ð1� PruðcpijjR1

pÞÞÞ:
(19)

Based on Equation (19), we have DðcpijjR1
p; atÞ�Dðcpijj

R2
q ; atÞ, if R1

p � R2
q . Next, we compute the increase of util-

ity by adding an answer set A1 of Qt

PruðcpijjA1 [AÞ
¼

X
ðR1

p[atÞ2A1[A
PrðR1

p [ atÞPruðcpijjR1
p [ atÞ

¼
X

R1
p2A1

X
at2A

PrðR1
pÞPrðatÞPruðcpijjR1

p [ atÞ

¼
X

R1
P
2A1

PrðR1
pÞ
X
at2A

PrðatÞðPruðcpijjR1
pÞ þ PruðcpijjatÞ

ð1� PruðcpijjR1
pÞÞÞ

¼ PrðcpijjA1Þ þ PruðcpijjAÞ � PruðcpijjAÞPruðcpijjAÞ:
(20)

Therefore, we have the delta of utility of adding a query
Qwith answer set is A is

DðcpijjA1;AÞ ¼ PruðcpijjAÞ � PruðcpijjAÞPruðcpijjAÞ:
(21)

And the delta utility of adding a query Qt to query set
Q is

DUðQÞ ¼ UðQ1[QtÞ � UðQ1Þ
¼

X
cpij2CP

UðcpijjA1[AÞ � UðcpijjA1Þ

¼
X

cpij2CP
PruðcpijjAÞ � PruðcpijjA1ÞPruðcpijjAÞ

¼
X

cpij2CP
PruðcpijjAÞð1� PruðcpijjA1ÞÞ:

(22)

Similarly, delta utility of adding queryQt to query setQ1 is

UðQ2 [QtÞ�UðQ2Þ ¼
X

cpij2CP
PruðcpijjAÞð1�PruðcpijjA2ÞÞ: (23)

As we know PruðcpijjA2Þ � PruðcpijjA1Þ, combined
with Equations (22) and (23), we have

UðQ1 [QtÞ � UðQ1Þ � UðQ2 [QtÞ � UðQ2Þ: (24)

tu
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